Machine learning (ML) models' predictive accuracy has increased significantly in the last decade, and ML use has extended into everyday life applications from business to healthcare. Training ML models often requires access to quality data generated by multiple individuals and organizations. In a traditional ML process data are collected in one repository for processing. In an era of increased discussion of privacy this is often not a viable approach for a number of reasons: Some data -of a personal or financial nature -are inherently sensitive to individuals and organizations. In other cases, disclosure of data might lead to reputational damage: organizations may be reluctant to share data on security incidents, for example. Most importantly, regulation such as the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) impose clear limitations on what data can be shared. Finally, even if a third party is trusted in general, security incidents can expose private data unwillingly [5] . The best way to protect privacy is to keep data with the owner.
These privacy concerns often inhibit the training of beneficial ML models from larger data sets: banks could benefit from pooling data for fraud prediction. Hospitals could improve radiology assistance based on patient data from multiple institutions. We need new approaches that allow the training of ML models without having to share data.
The case for privacy-preserving federated learning
Privacy enabling techniques such as federated learning (FL) [4] and differential privacy (DP) [3] help address this problem. In an FL training process, each of the parties involved in learning maintains their data locally, trains a local model, and exchanges model parameters with other parties, typically through an aggregator. The information exchanged depends on the specific model type: gradients for neural networks and counts for decision tree. Through FL, an ML model can be trained without transferring or sharing data with a central entity.
However, this is not enough to prevent information disclosure. It has been shown that it is possible to infer private training data based on messages exchanged during the training process or querying the final model [7] . To prevent these inference attacks, FL has been combined with local differential privacy (local-DP) [1] in recent work to ensure inference attacks do not leak information about training data. In such a schema, each party adds differentially private noise to the model information sent to the aggregator to achieve a desired privacy guarantee (measured by epsilon). This is done independently by each party. Although this method ensures the privacy of data in a trained model, it also reduces substantially the predictive performance of the model due to the large amount of noise injected by each participating entity. This is not viable in many domains. To apply FL meaningfully to privacy-sensitive domains we { PRIVACY-PRESERVING FEDERATED LEARNING need ways to reduce the DP noise introduced by each party without scarifying the DP guarantee (epsilon).
Reducing noise
Hybrid-One is a federated learning framework designed to produce ML models with high predictive value while maintaining the desired differential privacy guarantee, epsilon, offered by state-of-the-art techniques. To achieve these results, Hybrid-One combines the use of DP with multiparty computation (MPC). Since messages exchanged during training time are protected using MPC techniques and disguise from which party data is coming from, each of the involved parties can use less noise than it would in a traditional scheme of local DP. Specifically, the noise introduced is reduced by a factor of n, where n is the number of parties involved in the learning process. Additionally, the learning processes in Hybrid-One can be configured to address potential collusion threats where participants who may not fully trust all parties remain from colluding to infer data of other participants. In this case, the total noise is reduced by the number of non-colluding parties with respect to local DP approaches. To achieve these results, Hybrid-One utilizes a threshold-based additive homomorphic approach [2] based on the Pallier cryptosystem [6] . This allows us to provide end-to-end privacy guarantees with respect to the participants as well as any attackers of the model itself.
We validated Hybrid-One with experimental results on three popular and significantly different ML algorithms: decision trees, support vector machines, and convolutional neural networks. Our experiments also demonstrate that our approach outperforms state of the art solutions in accuracy and customizability, and allows collaborations where parties do not have large amount of data. We believe Hybrid-One provides a good framework to allow collaborative learning without sharing data and protecting participating parties from inference attacks.
